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5 winter hair problems,
solved
Dry winter weather not only
wreaks havoc on our skin,
but it can also... »

How to straighten your
hair
Want to take your hair from
curly or frizzy and give it
some sleek style?... »

7 indispensable hair
products for summer
Keeping your hair healthy
and gorgeous all summer
long, despite the heat... »

How to fix damaged hair
Is your damaged hair in
need of rescue? Find out
how to fix it with these... »

Can a pill stop grey hair?
The manufacturers of a new supplement say their product could restore
your hair colour in two weeks. Here's what you need to know about the
grey-hair pill

By Diane Peters

“Go Away Gray” is a natural
supplement now on the market in
the U.S.  It combines plant-derived
catalase with vitamin B6, folic
acid, zinc, saw palmetto and
horsetail (all  are said to also make
hair healthier). Natural
supplements seller Cathy Beggan
worked with an R&D team to
develop it, and says hair regains
its colour within three months
of daily use. It costs about
US$30 for a month’s supply. 

The “secret ingredient” is the
catalase. Why? Hair produces its own hydrogen peroxide, and a 2009 study by U.K.
researchers found that this bleach builds up when there’s a reduction in one of the hair’s
enzymes—catalase—suggesting hair goes grey because it bleaches itself out. 

During the development stage, Beggan tested Go Away Gray on her assistant’s
husband. His full head of grey started to regain its natural colour in two weeks. 

Canadians can buy it online, but access isn’t the concern, says Dr. Peter Vignjevic, a
Hamilton dermatologist. “Enzymes taken orally can break down in the stomach. How
would they get to your hair without being changed?” Also, any new formulation, even
one with natural ingredients, could have adverse effects. But, he adds, “if it works,
and is safe, this woman will be a billionaire.”

This article was originally titled "What? A Grey-Hair Pill?" in the January/February 2011
issue of Best Health. Subscribe today to get the full Best Health experience–and never
miss an issue!–and make sure to check out what's new in the latest issue of Best
Health.
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share with you: Consider
making some room on... »
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Want great hair? We asked
health professionals, a celeb
stylist and... »

How to get rid of
dandruff
Battling flakes? Find out
what causes dandruff and
how to get rid of it... »

Hair health: Get your
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and shinier? Learn how... »
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start, read these tips... »
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Using the right tools and
keeping them in good
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your... »

Common hair problems,
solved!
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5 ways to improve your
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